
EKO Instruments, Tokyo, Japan, is well known for its advanced measurement 
instruments for solar energy industry. Irradiance instruments such as 
pyranometers, pyrheliometers and sun trackers can be found at solar 
monitoring stations on solar photovoltaic (PV) and concentrated solar power 
(CSP) plants around the world. EKO I-V curve tracers are widely used to 
monitor the electrical properties and the performance ratio of the PV 
modules on site and in the laboratories. 

A company mission 
inspired by the sun
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Furthermore, different PV technologies are 
known to have different spectral 
responses, the EKO spectroradiometers 
have been a crucial tool for scientific 
research and advances on the outdoor PV 
performance evaluation.

What is less known about EKO Instruments is 
its work in generation of solar energy. Since 
2012, the company has built two corporately 
owned PV parks with a total nominal power of 
2.7MW. These PV parks not only contributed 
to a great experimental platform for new 

developments, but also have a tremendous 
impact on their general ecological strategy. 

The ISO14001 certification was acquired in 
2006, which is the international standard that 
specifies requirements for an effective 
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environmental management system (EMS). 
EKO acts with a social mission to make a 
contribution for the prevention of pollution in 
every aspect recognizing that the global 
environmental preservation is the most 
important issue.

Solar energy development in Japan

In Japan, the feed-in-tariff policy for solar 
power was introduced in 2012 revising an 
older scheme for selling and purchasing PV 
electricity, and starting the era of fast 
developments of large-scale PV parks in the 
country also called ‘Mega Solar’. Many PV 
parks were built around the country making 
Japan one of the fastest growing solar energy 
market, in 2013-2014 Japan was the world’s 
second largest market for PV installations.

Following these developments, EKO 
designed a monitoring system for solar 
power generation as a new business 
direction based on the extensive experience 
in measurement equipment for both 
irradiance and electrical properties of PV 
modules. This monitoring system collected 
irradiance and power generation data and 
remotely monitored whether the installed 
solar panels deliver its original performance. 
Since the amount of power generation varies 
depending on the amount of solar radiation 
and other meteorological conditions, it 
required the know-how to accurately analyze 
the expected amount of power generation.

Ami Solar Park

EKO opened its first solar park with the total 
capacity of 705 kWp in Ami, Ibaraki prefecture, 
about 70km from Tokyo, in March 2013. This 
power plant was a unique solar power project 
with six types of solar modules including 
monocrystalline silicon, 4 types of poly-

crystalline silicon panels, and CIS panels. 

The different technologies were chosen to 
represent modules made by the largest 
manufacturer in Japan and overseas and to 
test long-term performance of different 
types of modules. In this way the park served 
both as a test platform for different PV 
technologies and as fully commercial PV 
plant generating power for the grid.

Ami solar park uses a power conditioner with 

a self-sustaining function and a storage 
system that served as emergency power 
supply for the Ami town in case of power 
failure or natural disaster. 

The park is equipped with meteorological 
observation equipment equivalent to the 
automated meteorological data acquisition 
system (AMeDAS) of the Japan 
Meteorological Agency. This allowed the park 
to serve as an evaluation test station for EKO 
instruments, in particular to test long term 
stability of irradiance instruments and to 
develop and evaluate new product concepts.

The monitoring system at Ami complies to 
the standard for monitoring equipment (IEC 
61724-1). All critical solar irradiance and 
environments parameters are continuously 
measured (POA Irradiance, GHI irradiance, 
ambient temperature, module temperature, 
wind speed and direction, precipitation, 
relative humidity). While the IEC standards 
calls for recalibration every year, the MS-80 
pyranometers have a 5 year recommended 
recalibration interval. 

The I-V curve characteristics of all panels 
were measured regularly to study the 
long-term performance of the different PV 
technologies and to study the efficiency 
decrease caused by aging of the panels. 

The local monitoring station at Ami site 
demonstrated the importance of local solar 
radiation monitoring as the local irradiance 
data could differ substantially from the 
nearby JMA Aerological Observatory located 
in Tsukuba, 20 km away from the Ami site. 
The differences were especially strong 
during overcast and cloudy days.
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Fig 1. Ami Solar park

Fig 2. Pyranometer evaluation
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Fig 3. EKO Solar parks 
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Inashiki Solar Park

In March 2015, EKO opened the second PV 
park in Inashiki, Ibaraki prefecture, 12 km 
from Ami. This power plant was designed and 
built taking in account the experience 
acquired during management of the Ami 
plant. Inashiki Solar Park was therefore an 
efficiency pursuit solar power plant that 
combined monocrystalline silicon solar cells 
and high-performance power conditioners. 
The monocrystalline modules were chosen 
for their high efficiency and minimal 
problems in operation.

The installation of the park was designed to 
minimize the risks of flooding and facilitate 
the weeding using higher than usual 
supports. The support was installed without 
concrete foundation only utilizing metal 
structures. This method has lower 
environmental impact compared to the 
traditional installation.

The increased installation height helped to 
decrease the module temperature compared 
to normal installations due to increased air 
circulation. This insight was taken from the 
careful monitoring of environmental 
parameters at Ami Solar Park. 

Testing sensors in EKO’s back yard

The Ami and Inashiki solar parks played an 
important role in development and testing 
of new ideas at EKO. The insights acquired 
from years of experience with real life 
monitoring of the PV installations have been 
used in the development of the new 
generation pyranometers. MS-80 that was 
introduced in 2016 and was completely 
redesigned rethinking the classical double-
dome construction of pyranometer and used 
a diffuser-dome optics instead. The 
innovative design and efficient thermopile 
sensor made MS-80 the most advanced 
pyranometer for solar energy industry with 
very fast response time, lowest zero-offsets 
and high long-term stability. 

Fast response time improves the monitoring 
possibilities as the irradiance data can be 
acquired in high temporal resolution, 
compared with fast changing data of PV 
modules - especially in conditions with fast 
cloud movements. These data can be more 
readily used in irradiance prediction models, 
which are becoming more advanced every 
year. As MS-80 pyranometer requires 
minimum maintenance and recalibration only 
every 5 years, it makes a big difference in the 
operational cost and efforts at a PV park.

In 2019 EKO announced its Smart 
Pyranometer series including the MS-80S 
pyranometer, which has multiple industrial 
interfaces combined in one instrument for 
most versatile industrial use. The smart 
pyranometer features internal tilt and roll 
sensor to facilitate accurate inclined 
installation for monitoring of POA irradiance. 

The tilt sensors as well the internal 
temperature and relative humidity sensor 
could be addressed via the digital interface of 
the pyranometer. 

In 2018 EKO introduced its MS-90 DNI sensor. 
This unique instrument measured direct 
irradiance without need of a sun tracker. DNI 
measurements are often omitted at PV parks 
with fixed panels, as the cost of a tracking 
systems is relatively high. Nevertheless, the 
information about direct and diffuse 
irradiance correlated with GHI data can 
provide valuable information for analysis of 
energy production, especially in installations 
with new materials or bi-facial panels. 

MS-90 provides a cost-efficient 
measurement solution with good accuracy 
and easy installation and minimal 
maintenance. MS-90 measures DNI using a 
special rotating mirror and a very fast 
pyroelectrical detector. In this way the DNI is 
measured in the same spectral range as with 
a pyrheliometer without limiting of the 
spectral response, which always appears in 
Si-based detectors. 

To develop and manufacture scientific 
instrumentation specific know-how is 
required. While different expertise is needed 
to properly operate a PV power plant. Most 
companies need to rely solely on the feedback 
from clients. Due to the unique synergy, EKO 
can capitalize to develop new sensors and 
extensively test equipment in their back yard. 
Their strategy is to understand the needs of 
the industry first hand and develop the best 
instrument taking into account the future 
trends and developments adopted by the 
industry. For the coming years the Ami and 
Inashiki solar parks will greatly contribute to 
this process to gain more knowledge and 
generate new ideas.

       www.eko-eu.com
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Fig 4. Inashiki Solar park

Fig 5. MS-90 DNI sensor at Ami Solar park


